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Andrew Bailey – Lead Vocals
Emine Topcu – Lead & Rhythm Guitars

Hugo Gould-Marks – Lead & Rhythm Guitars
Gary Carter – Bass & Backing Vocals

Allan Heppner – Drums & Backing Vocals

Hailing from Vancouver, British Columbia, Lethal Halo is a 5-piece Melodic Metal ensemble.

Since its beginnings in 2008 through its 2013 rebirth, the core of the band has drawn from diverse                 
cultural and musical influences, blending the experiences of its Turkish, Irish, and Canadian            
members, with Death, Thrash, Progressive and Power Metal, writing and performing music that is             
as crushingly heavy and aggressive as it is achingly beautiful.

With an early EP and 2011’s “Process of Progress” album under their belt, and riding the cusp of a                  
wave of new material, Lethal Halo is perfectly poised to both punish and please its fans and the                 
entire metal world.
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Gig Sheet - 2013
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Gig Sheet 2011-2012
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Book us:
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Merchandise

Process of Progress
Produced and recorded by Dan Howes @ Ear Art Studios

Sovereignty $15-$20 Infected $15-$20

(T-Shirts available in S, M, L, XL, XXL, Ladies S, M, L and Mens longsleeve)
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Song List

1. DESCENSION (4:42)
(Nolan, Topcu Can, Gould-Marks, Quaite, Heppner)

SOCAN/ASCAP

2. END OF DAYS(4:43)
(Nolan, Topcu Can, Fournier, Heppner, Gould-Marks)

SOCAN/ASCAP

3. INFECTED (5:09)
(Nolan, Topcu Can, Fournier, York, Heppner)

SOCAN/ASCAP

4.STRUGGLE (4:04)
(Nolan, Topcu Can, Fournier, Gairdner, Heppner)

SOCAN/ASCAP

5.CONSTANTINE (8:48)
(Nolan, Topcu Can, Gould-Marks, Quaite, Heppner)

SOCAN/ASCAP

6. APATHY (3:57)
(Nolan, Topcu Can, Gould-Marks, Quaite, Heppner)

SOCAN/ASCAP

7. LOST IN THE LABYRINTH (6:01)
(Nolan, Topcu Can, Gould-Marks, York, Fournier,

Heppner)
SOCAN/ASCAP

8. SOVEREIGNTY (7:17)
(Nolan, Topcu Can, Gould-Marks, Heppner)

SOCAN/ASCAP

9. NECESSARY WAR (5:36)
(Nolan, Topcu Can, Fournier, Gairdner, Heppner,

Gould-Marks)
SOCAN/ASCAP

10. WHY BLEED FOR YOU(6:04)
(Nolan, Topcu Can, Gould-Marks, Quaite, Heppner)

SOCAN/ASCAP
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Lyric Sheet

Descension

Hey what's inside of me
Hiding right beneath the surface

Pain this feeling is my life
Where every second is wasted

and everything is a lie
Oh something, something

Gotta feel something
I can't take no more of

Selfish disillusion
Wasting every second
and I’m dying inside

I won't last for long
On these superficial wings

You make me fly upon
Where I belong

No one could ever find for me
The feelings that I've lost

There's love inside
I'd turn the world around for you

I've sworn it all before
We are the same

But we will never fly again
Unless we break these chains

Faith can I rely on this
Has it ever really helped me

No, all I know is myself
and that's not really helpful

When I'm falling apart
Oh nothing, nothing
Only feel, nothing
What do I fight for

A goal of great confusion
Wasting every second and I'm dying inside

I won't last for long
On these superficial wings

You make me fly upon
Where I belong

No one could ever find for me
The feelings that I’ve lost

There's love inside
I'd be the one to turn from you

When it all comes down
We are the same

But we will never fly again
Unless we break these chains

Now

Something crashes on the moment
Leaving all my senses in a disarray

I've fallen once again
I've got to keep on fighting

Feels as if the walls are breaking down
and they're gonna bury me

I won't last for long
On these superficial wings

You make me fly upon
Where I belong

No one can ever fight for me
The feelings gone

So long

End of Days

Know what's there
In your mind behind the lies

Abashed the devil stood and stared
Upon the nights glowing air

And felt how truly awful good can be
He smiled as he took a breath and swore upon all our deaths

All your souls will belong to me
We wander through our empty lives

Tortured never knowing why
It comes to us all inevitably

He smiled as he put a curse on every single child at birth
A fate known as humanity

Fear lives on
Fear is strong

When taken from the darkness of your lives
It lies in the deepest reaches of your minds

We walked across the shadows
Of a land we lost long ago
In the search of tomorrow
And a tiny symbol of hope

We walked the path we danced with death
A million marched ten thousand steps

At last we're coming home
And many a fall of cheers and praise

When at last the end of days
We take him from the throne

We are strong
When fear is gone

When taken from the darkness of your lives
It lies in the deepest reaches of your minds

Minds

Darkness engulfs my brain
It's my fault but you are to blame

For my sorrows but that’s ok
This is not the end of day

I said
Darkness engulfs my brain

It's my fault but you are to blame
For my sorrows but that's ok
This is not the end of days

The end of days

Taken from the darkness of your lives
It lies in the deepest reaches of your minds

Take a look inside and realize
It lies in the deepest reaches of your minds

Minds
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Infected

Oh it lies inside
Taking over minds
Poisoning the core

As the system grinds down
The infection breeds
Product of your greed
Face the detention
Brace for infection

I want out
Breaking down

The process of progress in time will devastate
I face my infected mind

No

See the world leaders
Hide and run away
Culture disappears

Left to our decay now
Alone

Feel it move inside
Lie behind dead eyes

Coursing through your veins
Feeding on our brains

I want out
Breaking down

The process of progress in time will devastate
I face my infected mind

Go on
Slip inside
Come to us

See what lies
In your mind
In your mind
In your mind

Mind
Mind

You wanna go where I have been
Where no one else has ever seen

You might not like what you discover
But then again maybe you will

You wanna go where I have been
Where no one else has ever seen

You might not like what you discover
But then again maybe you will

Struggle

Why do we tear apart
Everything that we want

Why must we analyze
Which leads us to despise our feelings

It's the time to break away, everybody's telling me
What to do, what to say

Feels like I'm going insane
I'll walk away we'll fight another day

Attack!

In darkness/I dream of light/A cruel illusion

I'm fighting our minds
it's taken all this time

to finally realize how we should feel inside
The pain and suffering is slowly killing me

Abandoning my pride each time we fight
Until we die

Why do we rip apart everything we love
I'm feeling it's the time to break away

Never knowing what to say
How to act, what to do?

Feels like it's not getting through
I'll walk away we'll fight another day

Attack!

In darkness/I dream of light/A cruel illusion

I'm fighting our minds
it's taken all this time

finally realized how I should feel inside
the pain and suffering is slowly killing me

abandoning my pride each time we fight
Until we die

It's been so hard living with this
I've tried so hard, in turn I've found

I've tried so hard to live through sorrow
Now I can't face tomorrow

It takes all I have left inside
to keep myself from screaming through the nights

Suicide, suicide
It's a fate that won't be mine

When inside, I've found
I just need a chance to be myself

Now, now, now

I'm fighting our minds
We've taken all this time

Finally realized you fucked me up inside
The pain and suffering is slowly killing me

Abandoning my pride each time we fight
Until we die

It's the time to break away
Everybody's telling me
What to do what to say

Feel like I'm going insane
I'll walk away, we'll fight another day

Attack!
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Constantine
There's something growing deep inside of me

As I walk a cursed path
I fell a long time ago

Bred out of captive hate
I long to cleanse myself and rid the sins of old

I fight alone

Fear my own death

The creatures lurk in darkened skies
One prophet can't expect to prevent the fall

Their eyes can burn
Through my soul

I fear my own death
But it’s what I want
Held in darkness

Where shadows are alive

Demons fear me
Angels spurn my name

Gabrielle said to me
Sit back watch it burn

War on ethereal plains
Hells screams can still be heard inside my mind

I hear them call
I once wept for my life

I once cried for my condemned soul
But I mourn no more

Fear my own
Fear my own

Death

Into every life some darkness will fall
The creatures surround us

 to consume us all
Buying my way into the light

I try to escape the endless night
(Fear my fall)

(Fear alone)

In the lieu of dark decay I call
Darkness grips and rips upon my soul

(Fear my fall)

I feel like I’m dead inside
I feel like my soul is burning

And so I was destined to die
A place of peace I cannot find
Buying my way into the light

Trying to escape the endless night
I confide

Inside my heart is slowly dying
I can’t feel this

I can’t believe this
I am changing as I fade from life

Father hear me
My debt has been repaid

Gabrielle said to me
The path of the righteous is paved with pain

For the life I spent
I have sealed my fate

Inside I turn black
Fearing my own...

Death

Demons fear me
Angels spurn my name

Gabrielle....

Apathy

A clearer moment
With tears of joy
I gave to myself
When I realized

That there is nothing
Starting from this day

That’s gonna hinder
Or take my dreams

Away

My life had become a cell
A soul of lust rots away

No more living by a sense of force fed guilt
Take it away

Hear what they say
As they push my life away

This time will pass
They had their chance

But this is my life
My life

A lesson learned is a message passed
The truth is the path they believe is a vicious lie

But it has been a part of me in every single day I breathe
Built upon my conscience just to take my self esteem away

My life until now, it felt so wrong
[My life until now] felt so
Broken on top of my hate

[felt so wrong]
Alone with my faith

[felt so wrong]
Just focused on mistakes

[felt so wrong]
I must end this way

[felt so wrong]
Felt so wrong

[Felt so]
Raped and tortured within

[Free myself]
The way I should be

[Break away]
Just focused on mistakes

[Felt so fucking wrong]
I must end this way

[Felt so]

It has been a part of me in every single day I breathe
Built upon my conscience and dealt a sense of apathy
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Lost In The Labyrinth

The cattle graze on the fields
A battle of our beliefs

No more nature or a second calling
With your eyes you can see what is real

Along with the life of a law
Bringing tear drops to your eyes

Tears that run so crimson in the darkness of the night
We are lost

But together we scream for our sorrow
And we will escape

Tomorrow you will feel our pain
Backed to the walls of suffering

The children who scream
emerge from the labyrinth

The battle raged on the hills
Spilled blood of the innocent

No more protest it's our sacred calling
Give it time and you will feel
Along with the life of a law

Reigning fear down from the sky
Fear was made so devious through the darkness of our lives

Because we are lost
We are lost

Together we scream
Through our sorrow and we will escape

But tomorrow you will feel our pain
Back and forth through suffering

The children who scream emerge from the labyrinth

The cattle graze on the fields
We are the innocent

No more nature from our sacred calling
Foolishly we all believed
A world held by the law

Left fear lying deep inside
The children scream and marching forth

We once again rule the night
Because we are lost

We are lost

Together we scream through our sorrow
But we will escape

And tomorrow you will feel our pain
Back and forth through suffering
The children who scream are lost

There's no more sorrow
You will fear

The children who scream
Emerge from the labyrinth

It's been so long
Fear the children of the labyrinth

As they rise taking to the night

Fear them all (Fear)
Fear as they rise into the night

Sovereignty

Jumping through the hoops of death
I'm fucking raging

Dancing for your benefit, I can't believe

I'm coming in just to let you go
And watch the parade

I'm holding on just to let you know
I'm not your slave

Another way to tell yet another lie
Another way to make everybody else like you

Another way to hide what they’re doing wrong
Another way to make everybody suffer

I won't decorate myself in blood just to be a part of you
Another way to control what's inside our minds

Another way to make everybody step in line
As they pledge allegiance to another sovereignty

From the outside looking in I get a clear view
Of all the bullshit hypocrites you tolerate

I’m coming in just to help you grow
Or watch you all fail

I'm holding on just to let you know I'm not your slave
Another way to tell yet another lie

Another way to make everybody else like you
You know it's time to fight, what they're doing wrong

No more should anybody suffer
I won't decorate myself in blood just to be a part of your

Way to control what we do in life
Another way to make everybody march in time

As they pledge allegiance to another sovereignty

Hold on to what you love

You love

Another way to tell yet another lie
Another way to control what we do in life

Another way to tell yet another lie
Another way to control what is inside

Our minds

Finding my way
I'm still alive today

Sometimes it's the only thing
That keeps me together inside

Finding my way
I'll be alright someday

At least that's what I pray
As I try to escape this life

Finding my way
I’ll be alright someday

At least that’s what I pray
As I try to escape this life

Fucking bullshit
Everywhere I

See more things that
I despise

I found my place
It's in disgrace

Such a bitter taste
Oh god I gotta escape this life
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Necessary War
It ends today

The wool's been pulled away
We get to see what happened to us all this time

Exit the realm of tyranny
Don't believe a fucking single word they say

No

The war starts today
The truth starts to die

Lies lies lies

Holding closely to their breasts a twisted world ideal
They rule the world and we hold belief

As we fight, as we rise
See the fire within our eyes

The game is over the truth comes out
Walked on, spat on, lied to every day

Don’t believe a fucking single word they say
No

The war starts today
The truth starts to die

Lies lies lies
Lies lies lies

Free your mind and soul
As we fight for this world

Yea
It starts today

It starts with me
Now

Their moments passed
Their time is wasted

They have failed
Now you see them standing one foot in the grave

Walked on spat on
lied to every day

Don’t believe a fucking single word they say
No

The war starts today
The truth will not die

Lies lies lies
Rise rise rise

Free your mind and soar
As we fight for this world

Yea
I've seen eventually

Together we're eternally freed
By taking on the monster that's society

Necessary war
Necessary war

The
The war starts today

Why Bleed for You

Somehow I find myself always here
Losing my family, from me

Bury

Bury this part of my consciousness
It rips me apart at the seams

Backed with the lack of me selfishness
I long for a place where I can breathe

And will I ever know these pieces of myself?
They’re blown away as they turn to dust

And as the pieces fall away
The live along inside of me

The voices scream inside my head
Let me die

Somehow I find myself always here
Losing my family

In turn I - I bleed for you

Disgraced myself with this path of hate
I long to be the one who’s in control

When did your life become un-livable
I wish I could have saved you from yourself

And will I ever know these pieces of myself?
They’re blown away as they turn to dust

And as the pieces fall away
The live along inside of me

The voices scream inside my head
Let me die

Somehow I find myself always here
Losing my family

In turn I - I bleed for you

Now, I’ll never really know the pieces of myself
They’re blown away as they turn to dust

If this life is given time it’ll be all worth while
At least this is what I will shout

But if the truth should turn to lies
Would you ask the reason why

This part of me must die

Inside I cry
 Why bleed for you

Bury this part of my consciousness
I long to be the one who’s in control

These feelings that I’ve learned
Are buried in myself

Until the day when I fall to dust

And as the pieces fall away
The live along inside of me

The voices scream inside my head
Let me die

Inside I’ve cried deep in myself
Why bleed for you

Why bleed for you/I bleed for you
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Degenerate Anthem

The verdict is clear in their eyes! Guilty!
No patience for defective minds! Filthy!

Consume that which renders us blind! You pigs!
The only answer I can find... Set fires!

It’s a beautiful sight
All the stars are alight

And the mouth of the night
Gaping wide

I’ve been dreaming of another world, one that I can stand
When I wake I can feel the sand sifting through my hands

We only get so much time to create our self-destruction

It’s a beautiful sight
All the stars are aligned

And if we’re still alive
It’s by design

We need this just to feel alive
To feel like we’re not wasting our lives
Maybe we’re meant for something else

Maybe we’re meant for something

It’s an ominous sign
All the stars are aligned

This may be our last chance

We need this just to feel alive
To feel like we’re not wasting our lives
Maybe we’re meant for something else

Maybe we’re meant for something

Long Dead Queen

A thousand eyes, each one a window to nothing
All my life spent chasing a wisp of smoke in the air

A myth of my own creation
A key to my gilded cage

There’s so much that I don’t understand
About you, about me, about all that I see

_______
_______

When something defies logical explanation
Then which of my senses am I to believe?

We rebuilt your castle
At the cost of our lives

Were we meant to survive?
Were we ever alive?
We may never know

So I say....

Come and haunt this room with me, my long-dead queen
And dance this twisted dance of death and revelry

Won’t you haunt this room with me

I’m prepared to follow you to your tomb
Lie beside you until they find you
Cast you down, burn your throne

Make your blood their own

Oh yes, I know what I am to you
An easy sacrifice to the circling vultures

This demon lives inside us all, in our flaws
But I never meant to let you fall into its jaws

As they chew you up and eat you raw

Come and haunt this room with me, my long-dead queen
And dance this twisted dance of death and revelry

Won’t you haunt this room with me, my long-dead queen
And dance this twisted dance of death and revelry

Won’t you haunt this room with me
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The Phoenix and the Albatross

Like a flame I am reborn!

I’ve come and gone so many times
I’ve lost count of my lives

Still I can see, on the blade of the sky
The albatross he rides

To take me back to the other side

Don’t you dare feel sorry for me
I live between two worlds and I’ve seen things that you will never see

And every time I die
I return to myself in time

And reignite

I feel no pain in this light
Staring in with wide eyes
This world imprisons me
But my ashes set me free

And I burn the sky

I’ve come and gone so many times
I’ve lost count of my lives

Still I can see, on the edge of my mind
The albatross he flies

I can feel his shadow closing in
Soon it will begin again

But every cloud I leave behind
Dissolves another shadow in my mind

We don’t know how far we can fall
Til we’ve flown as high as we can

It’s no use to hide
We must face our irrational fears and our desperate years

And stand unflinching before the light
We were born to fly

But darling the winds can not take us until (unless?) we escape
This elaborately-constructed lie

I will fall and start all over...

A Serpent’s Confession

The blood is pooling underneath my bed
The lies are boring deep into my head

I rebuild myself by leaving you for dead
My seas run red
Will you forget?

We are turning black and rotting on the vine
All I want is to exchange the mundane for the divine

Light is fading, this fog of doubt distorts my sight.

Crawling through an ever-thickening stream of self-infliction
Drowning slowly

If I gasp for air my lungs will fill with black smoke rising
From your funeral pyre

We choke on good intentions

My every word is poison
Seeping into your soul

Gnawing at you like a promise broken

If I was to die
By your hand tonight,

What a waste of your time...

All I taste is dust
Slithering through this waking nightmare

Still I’m searching for you, kindred spirit
When I find you, I will live forever

But I’m running in circles and I can’t find a way to face you
Maybe one day I’ll finally grow into something almost human

Now I’ve dug so deep that I can’t see the sun!
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Equipment List
LIVE GEAR

(as used at a typical show)

Guitar Rig 1
Mesa Boogie Dual Rectifier Roadster

100 Watt
Mesa Boogie 4x12 Cabinet

240 Watt @ 8Ω
Schecter Blackjack C7

Schecter Hellraiser C7-FR
Schecter Blackjack ATX

Guitar Rig 2
Mesa Boogie Mark V Head

90 Watt
Peavey 4x12 Cabinet

300 Watt @ 16Ω
Schecter Jeff Loomis FR

Bass Rig
Ampeg SVT-7PRO

1000 Watt
Avatar 4x10 Cabinet

1000 Watt @ 4Ω
Line6 Relay G90 Wireless

Shure PSM900 Wireless IEM
Ibanez SR505

Drum Kit
DRUMS - Tama Starclassic Performer

(Birch + Bubinga/Birch)
-22x18 kick, 10x8 tom, 12x10 tom, 13x11 tom, 16x16 floor tom

(x2)

CYMBALS - Sabian
14” AAX X-Plosion Hats, 19” AA Holy China, 19” AAX X-Plosion
Crash, 10” Istanbul Mehmet SESSION splash, 20” ride, 20”

Xs20 Rock Ride, 14” HH Duo hats on top of 16” WUHAN china,
20” HHX X-plosion, 10” Xs20 splash

HEADS - Evans
Kick: EQ3 on batter, DrumArt.com custom head on reso

(Aquarian)
Snare: EC1 Reverse dot on batter, 300 on snare side,

Gibraltar SC-4471 42-strand snare wires
 Toms: EC2S Clear on batter, Coated on left floor batter, G1

clear on all resos

STICKS+HARDWARE
 TX5BW and TX2BW sticks

Los Cabos White/Red Hickory 5B
Various Tama, Gibraltar, and Pearl Hardware

Iron Cobra pedals
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